We give a sufficient condition for an infinitedimensional Banach space X to be polyhedral. If X* is an L-space this condition is also necessary.
following three properties:
1. There do not exist a weak*-accumulation point q of Ext S(X*) and xeX satisfying (q, x) = ||x|| -\\q\\ = 1. 2. X is polyhedral. 3 . No subspace ofX is linearly isometric to c.
Then (1)=>(2)=>(3). When X* is an L-space, then (1) through (3) are equivalent statements.
Proof. We establish the contrapositives of the required implications. (1)=> (2) . Suppose X is not polyhedral. Then there is a finite-dimensional subspace ££ X such that S(E) has infinitely many extreme points. By the previous lemma, S(E*) has infinitely many extreme points. Since S(E*) is norm-compact, we can choose a sequence (/") of distinct elements of Ext S(E*) such that fn-+geE*. Now g attains its norm on S(E) (since £is reflexive) and ||gj| = l.
If/eExt S(E*) then {JeS(X*)\ ||/|i = |!/|| = l and/|£=/} is a weak*-closed face of S(X*) and hence contains an element of Ext S(X*). Thus, for each n there is some /"eExt S(X*) such that /"|£=/".
By weak*-compactness of S(X*), (/") has a wsak*-cluster point heS(X*). Clearly h\E=g. Thus ||/i|| = l and h attains its norm.
(2)=>(3). Suppose c is linearly isometric to a subspace of X. Then X is not polyhedral since c is not polyhedral.
The proof of (3)=>(1) for spaces whose duals are L-spaces requires some additional lemmas, and is therefore postponed until the next section.
Remark. Implication (1)=>(2) of the previous theorem generalizes Klee's theorem [3] that c" is polyhedral, since clearly c0 satisfies (1). Oiía, /S_T satisfying
Assume 0<(«<1. Then
But then pf+ (1 -fi)b = fi2a + (1 -¡xfb 6 F.
Since every element of F has norm one, we get 1 = H^a + (1 -p)2b\\ £ f** + (1 -¿)2 which implies ¡i=0 or /i = 1. This is a contradiction. Hence /¿=0 or p.=1. If p=0, then a=(3=0 and so f=-qx-qveFr\-F which is clearly impossible. So /¿=1, and thus a=(3=1. Hence x =pxeF and y=pveF.
The following result is due to A. Lazar. Otherwise ^/||^_||eF, and in any case, F?£ 0. Hence 0eco(Fu -F). Since H is convex and symmetric, co(Fu-F)Ç//. Conversely, let qeH. Then q=q+-q~, and ||9|| = ||9+|| + ||9~||. Hence q>q+, q>q~, and, by B3, q+, q-eH. Thus q+ßq+W and -q-j\\q-\\ belong to F. The equality together with 0eco(£u-F) clearly yields qeco(Fu-F). Hence H= coiFu-F). Now Lemma 2.1 implies that F is a face and the proof is complete.
For completeness we quote here, in our terminology, the generalization by Lazar and Lindenstrauss of the Edwards separation theorem. Proof. By changing the sign of <xM where necessary we may assume p"=Pn for all n. The result then follows from obvious triangle inequalities.
We say that a subset D of SiX*), X a Lindenstrauss space, is symmetrically dilated if for each peD, the extreme points of some weak*-closed biface containing p are contained in D. We are now prepared to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. First we recall that if A" is a Lindenstrauss space, Lazar [4, Theorem 3] has shown that X has no subspace linearly isometric to c iff S(X*) has no proper infinite-dimensional weak*-closed face.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 (Continued). We shall first show that the negation of (1) implies the existence of a proper infinite-dimensional weak*-closed face of S(X*) if A'is a separable Lindenstrauss space. Assuming (1) is false, we can find a weak*-accumulation point q of Ext S(X*) and a veX satisfying (q, v)= ||u|| = ||#|| = 1. Let
Then G is a weak*-closed proper nonempty face of SiA"*). If it is infinite dimensional, we are done. So assume that G is finite dimensional. By Corollary 2.5 we easily conclude that G=co(x1, • • • , xN) for some x¿eExt S(X*). Since S(X*) is weak*-metrizable, there is a sequence {/>"}£ Ext S(X*) weak*-converging to q. Without loss of generality, we may assume that pn^±pm, x¡ for all n, m, i. But then Corollary 2.6 provides us with a proper infinite-dimensional weak*-closed face of S(X*).
Also,
F and so
We shall now reduce the nonseparable case to the separable case by showing that if (1) is false for a nonseparable Lindenstrauss space X then it is false for a separable Lindenstrauss subspace of X. Let X be nonseparable and let q be a weak*-accumulation point of Ext SiX*) with x0eX such that (q,x0)= ||*o|| = Ityl! » 1.
Choose q^ExtSiX*) such that \l -(q1,x0}\<2~1. Let jqeAf satisfy (<?i> *i) = !l*ili = l-Such an xx exists by Corollary 2.4. Define £i = {x*eSiX*):(x*,xf/= 1}.
Now choose q2eExt SiX*) such that |1 -(q2, x0)|<2~2 and ?2£Fi. By Lazar's theorem [4, Theorem 3] , Fx is finite dimensional. By Corollary 2.4 choose x2eX such that x2 vanishes on £, and {q2,x2)-\\x2l=-\. Inductively we construct two sequences {qJ^ExtSiX*), {*"}<= A" such that by h(xf)=x. As K is a simplex, h is well defined. Apply Edwards separation theorem to get an isometric extension veX of the function h. Then <f,9)-l-I0|.
